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If you like adventures of medieval knights, youll love the new Hidden Object game “ Gemcraft
Labyrinth ”. It s a free version of the full version with several puzzles. The graphics are colorful, and
the game is full of hidden objects. Besides the 3 games offered by developers, there is also a variety

of puzzles and activities to discover. Among them, you can enjoy 15 Challenges, and a great
collection of puzzles, quizzes and games. They can be accessed from the Action Bar or the Quick
Menu. Try to complete them and you will be rewarded with special coins. When you get 3 stars on

the same level, you get double coins. Your mission is to travel through a mines by guiding the
adventurer. You should avoid mines and rocks because you will lose time and the adventurer will die
if you collide with them. And there are bombs that sometimes react to the adventurer. Be careful! To

match over 30 hidden objects, you need to explore and select from 24 objects on each level. You
have to pay attention to the objects on the left, right, and in the background. So you can see the
objects in the picture in the game, for example, the history of Gogoo appears. The words and the
clues on the objects are numbered, and you need to click them according to the number to select

the objects in the correct order. It s simple, but you should pay attention to every single object in the
game. The concept of GemCraft Labyrinth may seem simple, but with a good amount of obstacles
and hidden objects, the game can become very difficult. Your task is to lead the player through the

mines by playing the game. While walking through the mine, you should avoid rocks, rocks, and
more rocks. We have to make sure that the player does not trip and break anything. And there are

mines that trigger when the player hits them. You have to trigger the mines that are most commonly
seen in your path. Your task is not completed until you reach the exit and win the game. GemCraft

Labyrinth is one of the few hidden-object games that have a good amount of music and sound
effects. The music really adds to the atmosphere of the game, but it can also be annoying if you

listen to it throughout the game. There are no time limits, so you should do your best to complete
the levels in the shortest time possible. However, since the game is designed to make the player
finish it in a short time, it will be difficult. The game features many hidden objects that are much

more interesting and picturesque than usual. There is a large variety of similar objects, so it is easy
to encounter similar objects. For example, on a certain level, some objects have a series of objects
on them, and on a higher level, similar objects appear. And the numbers on the objects are unique.

The game must be played in a certain order. You have to pay attention to every object you
encounter, so you should not be surprised when you do not find the object you are looking for.

GemCraft Labyrinth is free to play and available in the Google Play store. So if you are looking for an
interesting hidden-object game that has good graphics and sound, then it might be a good choice for

you.
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